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AFFIDAVIT OF BRADLEY JAMES EDWARDS

I am an attomey in good standing with the Florida Bar and admitted to practice in the

Southenr Distict of Florida I om currently a partner in the law firm of Farmer, Jaffe,

Weissing, Edwards, Fistos & Lehrman, P.L.

In 2008, I was a sole practitioner running a personal injnry law firm in Hollywood, FL.
While a sole practitioner I was retained by three clients, L.M., E.W., and Jane Doe to
pursue civil litigation against Jeffrey Epstein for sexually abusing them while they were

minor girls. I agreed to represent these girls, along with attorney Jay Howell (an

attorney in Jacksonville, Florida with Jay Howell & Associates) and Professor Paul

Cassell (a law professor at the University of Utah College Of Law). I filed state court
actions on behalf of L.M. and E.W. and a federal court action on behalf of Jane Doe.

All of the cases were filed in the summer of 2008.

My clients received correspondence from the U.S. Departnent of Justice regarding

their rights as victims of Epstein's federal sex offenses. (True and accurate copies of
the letters are attached to Statement of Undisputed Facts as Exhibit "M")

In mid June 2008, I contacted Assistant Unitd States Attorney Marie Villafarla to
inform her that I represented Jane Doe #l(E.W.) an4later, Jane Doe #z(L.M.). I asked

to meet to provide infomration regarding Epstein. AUSA Villafafia did not advise me

that a plea agreement had already been negotiated with Epstein's attorneys that would

block federal prosecution. AUSA Villafaffa did indicate that federal investigators had

concrcte evidence and information that Epstein had sexually molested at least 40

underage minor females, including E.W., Jane Doe and L.M.

I also requested from the U.S. Attomey's Office the information and evidence that they

had collected regarding Epstein's sexual abuse of his clients. However, the U.S.

Attorney's Offrce declined to provide any such information to me. The U.S. Attorney's
Offrce also declined to provide any such information to the other attorneys who

represented victims of Epstein's sexual assaults.

I was informed that on Friday, Jwte 27,2008, at approximately 4:15 p.m., AUSA
Villafafia received a copy of Epstein's proposed state plea agreement and learned that the
plea was scheduled for 8:30 a.m., Monday, Jtrne 30, 2008. She called me to provide

notice to my clients regarding the hearing. She did not tell me that the gullty pleas in
state court would bring an end to the possibility of fideral prosecution pursuant to the

plea agreement. My clients did not leam and understand this fact until July ll, 2008,

when the agreement was described during a hearing held before Judge Marra on the

Crime Victims' Rights Act action that I had filed.

In the summer of 2008 I filed complaints against Jeffiey Epstein on behalf of L.M.,
E.W., and Jane Doe.
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ln the Spring of 2009 (approximately April), I joined the law firm of Rothstein,
Rosenfeldt and Adler, P.A. (*RRA"). I brought my existing clients with me when I
joined RRA, including L.M., E.W., and Jane Doe. When I joined the firm, I was not
aware that Scott Rothstein was rururing a Ponzi scheme at RRA. Had I known such a
Ponzi scheme was in place,I would neverhave joined RRA.

I am now aware th* it has been alleged that Scott Rothstein made fraudulent
presentations to investors about the lawzuits that I had fild on behalf of my clients
against Epstein and that it has been alleged that these lawzuits were used to fraudulently
lure investors into Rothstein's Ponzi scheme. I never met a single investor, had no part
in any such presentations and had no knowledge any such fraud was occurring. If these
allegations are true, I had no knowledge that any such fraudulent presentations were
occurring and no knowledge of any such improper use of the case files.

Epstein's Complaint against me alleges that Rottrstein made false statements about
cases filed against Epsteirq i.e., that RRA had 50 anonymous females who had filed suit
against Epstein; that Rothstein sold an interest in personal injury lawsuits, reached
agreements to share attorneys fees with nonJawyers, paid clients'trp fronf'money; and
that he used the judicial process to further his Ponzi scheme. If Rothstein did any of
these things, I had no knowledge of his actions. Because I maintained close contact
with my clients, EW, LM and Jane Doe, and Scott Rothstein never met any of them, I
know for certain that none of my clients were paid'\rp front" money by anyone.

Epstein alleges that I attempted to take the depositions of his "high profile friends and
acquaintances" for no legitimate litigation purpose. This is untrue, as all of my actions
in representing L.M., E.W., and Jane Doe were aimed at providing them effective
representation in their civil suits. With regard to Epstein's friends, through documents
and information obtained in discovery and other means of investigatiorl I leamed that
Epstein was sexually molesting minor girls on a daily basis and had been for many
yea$. I also learned the unsurprising fact that he was molesting the girls in the privacy
of his mansion in West Palm Beach, meaning that locating witnesses to corroborate
their testimony would be diffrcult to find. I also learne4 from the course of the
litigation, that Epstein and his lawyers were constantly attacking the credibility of the
girls, that Epstein's employees were all represented by lawyers who apparently were
paid for (directly or indirectly) by Epstei4 that co-conspirators whose representation
was also apparenfly paid for by Epstein were all taking the Fifth (like Epstein) rather
than provide information in discovery. For example, I was grven reason to believe that
Sarah Kellen, Larry Visoski, Larry Harrison, David Rogers, Louella Rabuyo, Nadia
Marcinkovq Ghislaine Maxwell, Mark Epstein, and Janusz Banasiak all had lawyers
paid for by Epstein. Because Epstein and the co-conspirators in his child molestation
criminal enterprise blocked normal discovery avenues, I needed to search for other
ordinary approaches to strengthen the cases of my clients. Consistent with my training
and experience, these other ordinary approaches included finding other witnesses who
could corroborate allegations of sexual abuse of my clients or other girls. Some of these
witnesses were friends of Epstein. Given his social status, it also turned out that some
of his friends were high-profile individuals.
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t2. In light of information I received suggesting that British socialite Ghislaine Maxwell,
forurer girlfriend and long-time friend of Epstein's, was involved in managing Epstein's

affairs and companies I had her served for deposition for August 17,20019. (Deposition
Notice attached to Statement of Undisputed Facts as Exhibit BB). Ma:rwell was

reprcsented by Brett Jaffe of the New York firm of Cohen and Gresser, and I
understood that her attorney was paid for (directly or indirectly) by Epstein. She was

reluctant to give her deposition, and I tried to work with her attomey to take her

deposition on terms that would be acceptable tq both sides. Her attorney and I
negotiated a confidentiality agreement, under which Maxwell agreed to drop any

objections to the deposition. Maxwell, however, still avoided the deposition. On June

29,2010, one day before I was to fly to NY to take Maxwell's deposition, her attorney
infomred me that Maxwell's mother was deathly ill and Ma:cwell was consequently
flyrng to England with no intention of returning and certainly would not return to the
United States before the conclusion of Jane Doe's trial period (August 6, 2010).
Despite that assertioq I later leamed that Ghislaine Maxwell was in fact in the country
on approximately July 31, 2010, as she attended the wedding of Chelsea Clinton
(former President Clinton's daughter) and was captured in a photograph taken for US
Weekly magazine.

Epstein alleges that there was something improper in the fact that I notified him that I
intended to take Donald Trump's deposition in the civil suits against him. Trump was
properly noticed because: (a) after review of the message pads confiscated from
Epstein's home, the legal and investigative team assisting my clients leamed that Trump
called Epstein's West Palm Beach mansion on several occasions during the time period
most relevant to my clients' complaints; (b) Trurrp was quoted in a Vanity Fair article
about Epstein as saying I'I've known Jefffor lifteen years. Terrific guy.tt "He's a lot
of fun to be with. It is even said that he likes beeutiful women as much as I do, and
many of them are on the younger side. No doubt about it - Jeffrey enjoys his social
life." Jeffrey Epstein: International Moneyman of Mystery; He's pals with a passel of
Nobel Prize-winning scientists, CEOs like Leslie Wexner of the Limited, socialite
Ghislaine Maxwell, even Donald Tmmp. But it wtsn't until he flew Bill Clinton,
Kevin Spacey, and Chris Tucker to Africa on his private Boeing 727 thst the world
began to wonder who he is. By Landon Thomas Jr.; (c) I learned through a source

that Trump banned Epstein from his Maralago Club in West Palm Beach because

Epstein sexually assaulted an underage girl at the club; (d) Jane Doe No. 102's
complaint alleged that Jane Doe 102 was initially approached at Trump's Maralago by
Ghislaine Maxwell and recruited to be Manwell and Epstein's underage sex slave; (e)
Mark Epstein (Jeftey Epstein's brother) testified that Trump flew on Jeftey Epstein's
plane with him (the same plane that Jane Doe 102 alleged was used to have sex with
underage girls) deposition of Mark Epstein, September 21,2009 at 48-50; (D Trump
visited Epstein at his home in Palm Beach - the same home where Epstein abused
minor girls daily; (g) Epstein's phone directory from his computer contains 14 phone
numbers for Donald Tnrmp, including emergency numbers, car numbers, and numbers
to Trump's security guard and houseman. Based on this information, I believed that
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Trump might have relevant information to provide in the cases against Jeftey Epstein
and accordingly provided notice of a possible deposition.

Epstein alleges that there was something improper in the fact that I notified him that I
intended to take Alan Dershowitz's deposition in the civil suits against him. Dershowitz
was properly noticed because: (a) Dershowitz has been friends with Epstein for many
years; O) in one news article Dershowitz comments tbat, "I'm on my 20th book... The
only person outside of my immediate family that I send drafts to is Jeftey'' The
Talented Mr. Epstein, By Vicky Ward on January,2005 in Published Worlq Vanity
Fair; (c) Epstein's housekeeper Alfredo Rodriguez testified that Dershowitz stayed at
Epstein's house during the years most relevant to my clients; (d) Rodriguez testified
that Dershowitz was at Epstein's house at times when underage females where there
being molested by Epstein (see Alfredo Rodriguez deposition at 278-280, 385, 426-
427); (e) Dershowitz was reportedly involved in penuading the Palm Beach State
Attomey's office not to file felony criminal charges against Epstein because the
underage females lacked credibility and thus could not be believed that they were at
Epstein's house, despite him being an eyewitness that the underage girls were actually
there; (D Jane Doe No. 102 stated generally that Epstein forced her to be sexually
exploited by not only Epstcin but also Epstein's "adult male peers, including royalty,
politicians, academicians, businessmen, and/or other professional and personal
acquaintances" - categories that Dershowitz and acquaintances of Dershowitz fall into;
(g) during the years 2002-2005 Alan Dershowitz was on Epstein's plane on several
occasions according to the flight logs produced by Epstein's pilot and information
(described above) suggested that sexual assaults may have taken place on the plane; (h)
Epstein donated Hanard $30 Million dollars one year, and Harvard was one of the only
instittrtions that did not retum Epstein's donation after he was charged with sex offenses
against children. Based on this informatioru I believed that Dershowitz might have
relevant information to provide in the cases against Jeftey Epstein and accordingly
provided notice of a possible deposition.

Epstein alleges that there was something improper in the fact that I notified him that I
intended to take Bill Clinton's deposition. Clinton was properly noticed because: (a) it
was well known that Clinton was friends with Ghislaine Maxwell, and several witnesses
had provided information that Maxwell helped to nm Epstein's companies, kept images
of naked underage children on her computer, helped to recruit underage children for
Epstein, engaged in lesbian sex with underage females that she procured for Epsteirl
and photographed underage females in sexually explicit poses and kept child
pomography on her computer; (b) newpaper articles stated that Clinton had an affair
with Ghislaine Maxwell, who was thought to be second in charge of Epstein's child
molestation ring. The Cleveland Leader newspaper, April 10, 2009; (c) it was national
news when Clinton haveled with Epstein (and Maxwell) aboard Epstein's private plane
to Africa and the news articles classified Clinton as Epstein's friend; (d) the flight logs
for the relevant years 2002 - 2005 showed Clinton traveling on Epstein's plane on more
than l0 occasions and his assistant Doug Band, traveled on many more occasions; (e)
Jane Doe No. 102 stated generally that she was required by Epstein to be sexually
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exploited by not only Epstein but also Epstein's "adult male peers, including royalty,
politicians, academicians, businessmen, and/or other professional and personal
acquaintances" - categories Clinton and acquaintances of Clinton fall into; (0 flight
logs showed that Clinton took many flights with Epsteiq Ghislaine Maxwell, Sarall
Kelleru and Adriana Mucinska, - all employees and/or co-conspirators of Epstein's that
were closely.connected to Epstein's child exploitation and sexual abuse; (g) Clinton
frequently flew with Epstein aboard his plane, then suddenly stopped - raising the
suspicion that the friendship abruptly ende4 perhaps because of events related to
Epstein's sexual abuse of children; (h) Epstein's personal phone directory from his
computer contains e-mail addresses for Clinton along with 2l phone numbers for him,
including those for his assistant (Doug Band), his schedulers, and what appear to be
Clinton's personal numbers. Based on this information, I believed that Clinton might
have relevant infomration to provide in the cases against Jeffiey Epstein and
accordingly provided notice of a possible deposition.

Epstein alleges that Tommy Mottola was improperly noticed with a deposition. I did
not notice Mattola for deposition. He was noticed for deposition by a law firm
representing another one of Epstein's victims - not by me.

Epstein alleges that there was something improper in the fact that I notified him that I
intended to take the illusionist David Copperfield's deposition. Copperfield was
properly noticed because: (a) Epstein's housekeeper Alfredo Rodriguez testified that
David Copperfield was a guest on several occasions at Epstein's house; (b) according to
the message pads confiscated from Epstein's house, Copperfield called Epstein quite
frequently and left messages that indicated they socialized together; (c) Copperfield
himself has had similar allegations made against him by women claiming he sexually
abused theq (d) one of Epstein's sexual assault victims also alleged that Copperfield
had touched her in an improper sexual way while she was at Epstein's house. Based on
this information, I believed that Copperfield might have relevant information to provide
in the cases against Jeftey Epstein and accordingly provided notice of a possible
deposition.

Epstein alleges that there was something improper in the fact that I identified Bill
Richardson as a possible witness against him in the civil cases. Richardson was
properly identified as a possible witness because Epstein's personal pilot testified to
Richardson joining Epstein at Epstein's New Mexico Ranch. See deposition of Larry
Morrison, October 6,2009, at 167-169. There was information indicating that Epstein
had young girls at his ranch which, given the circumstances of the case, raised the
reasonable inference he was sexually abusing these girls since he had regularly and
frequently abused girls in West Palm Beach and elsewhere. Richardson had also
retumed campaign donations that were given to him by Epstein, indicating that he
believed that there was something about Epstein that he did not want to be associated
with. Richardson was not called to testifi nor was he ever subpoenaed to testiff.

Epstein alleges that discovery of plane and pilot logs was improper during discovery in
the civil cases against him. Discovery of these subjects was clearly proper and
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necessary because: (a) Jane Doe filed a federal RICO claim against Epstein that was an
active claim through much of the litigation. The RICO claim alleged that Epstein ran an
expansive criminal enterprise that involved and depended upon his plane havel.
Although Judge Marra dismissed the RICO claim at some point in the federal litigation,
the legal team representing my clients intended to pursue an appeal of that dismissal.
Moreover, all of the subjects mentioned in the RICO claim remained relevant to other
aspects of Jane Doe's claims against Epsteirl including in particular her claim for
punitive damages; (b) Jane Doe also filed and was proceeding to trial on a federal claim
under l8 U.S.C. $ 2255. Section 2255 is a federal statute which (unlike other state
statutes) guaranteed a minimum level of rccovery for Jane Doe. Proceeding under the
statute, however, required a "federal nexus" to the sexual assaults. Jane Doe had trvo
grounds on which to argue that such a nexus existed to her abuse by Epstein: firsf his
use of the telephone to arrange for girls to be abused; an4 second, his travel on planes
in interstate commerce. During the course of the litigation, I anticipated that Epstein
would argue that Jane Doe's proof of the federal nexr$ was inadequate. These fears
were realized when Epstein filed a summary judgment motion raising this argument. In
respo-ffie, the other attorneys and I representing Jane Doe used the flight log evidence
to respond to Epstein's summary judgment motion, explaining that the flight logs
demonstrated that Epstein had traveled in interstate cornmerce for the purpose of
facilitating his sexual assaults. Because Epstein chose to settle the case before trial,
Judge Marra did not rule on the summary judgment motion. (c) Jane Doe No. 102's
complaint outlined Epstein's daily sexual exploitation and abuse of underage minors as
young as 12 years old and alleged that he used his plane to tansport underage females
to be sexually abused by him and his friends. The flight logs accordingly might have
information about either additional girls who were victims of Epstein's abuse or friends
of Epstein who may have witnessed or even participated in the abuse. Based on this
information, I believed that the fligbt logs and related information was relevant
information to prove the cases against Jeftey Epstein and accordingly I pursued them
in discovery.

In approximately November 2009, the existence of Scott Rothstein's Ponzi scheme
became public knowledge. It was at that time that I, along with many other reputable
attomeys at RftA, first became aware of Rothstein criminal scheme. At that time, I left
RRA with several other RRA attomeys to form the law firm of Farmer Jaffe Weissing
Edwards Fistos and Lehrman ("Farmer Jaffe"). I was thus with RRA for less than one
year.

In July 2010, along with other attomeys at Farmer Jaffe and Professor Cassell, I reached
favorable settlement terms for my three clients L.M., E.W., ild Jane Doe in their
lawsuits against Epstein.

On July 20,2010,I received a letter from the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southem
District of Florida - the office responsible for prosecuting Rothstein's Ponzi scheme.
The letter indicated that law enforcement agencies had determined that I was "a victim
(or potential victim)" of Scott Rothstein's federal crimes. The letter informed me of my
rights as a victim of Rothstein's federal crimes and promised to keep me informed about
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subsequent developments in his prosecution. A copy of this letter is attached to this
Affrdavit. (A copy of the letter is attached to Statement of Undisputed Facts as Exhibit
urt

Jeffrey Epstein also filed a complaint with the Florida Bar against me. His complaint
alleged that I had been involved in Rothstein's scheme and had thereby violated various
rules of professional responsibility. The Florida Bar investigated and dismissed the
complaint.

I have reviewed the Statement of Undisputed Facts filed contemlnraneously with this
Affidavit. Each of the assertions concerning what I learned, what I di4 and the good
faith beliefs formed by me in the course of my prosecutions of claims against Jeftey
Epstein as contained in the Statement of Undisputed Facts is fue, and the foundations
set out as support for my beliefs are true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

All actions taken by me in the course of my prosecution of claims against Jeftey
Epstein were based upon a good faith belief that they were reasonable, necessary, and
ethically proper to fulfill my obligation to zealously represent the interests of my
clients.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is bue and correct.

Dated: 
'l '' .roro


